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Airbus Defence and Space launches
XEBRA
Airbus Defence and Space has launched its new XEBRA X-band milsatcom
service using the world’s most compact X-band terminals and the Skynet satellite
network. The XEBRA service provides superior global communications mobility
with high throughput for tactical and intelligence based missions using terminals
weighing 5.1kg and only 23 x 25 x 8cm in size.
The Skynet satellite network consists of eight satellites and associated ground
segment, and is the world’s only commercially owned military satellite
communications system. Skynet provides hardened and secure communication
services over X-band, a frequency band resilient to rain-fade (signal interference
by precipitation) and primarily reserved for military and government users.
The XEBRA service is the first of its kind at X-band and is ideal for transmitting
full motion video via secure remote access. The compact, lightweight terminal,
created in conjunction with Hughes Network Systems LLC, is backpack portable
and ideally suited for missions requiring Communications on the Pause (COTP)
capabilities.
The terminal operates with standard military battery packs and can deliver
video conferencing or live video streaming services via secure X-band. Satellite
pointing and acquisition are achieved using a built in LCD screen and adjustable
stand, which allows the terminal to maintain a link even in harsh environmental
conditions.
“The new XEBRA service provides users with a secure, resilient and highly
mobile communications capability utilizing innovative technology,” said David
Kingdon Jones, Government Communications, Airbus Defence and Space. “By
using our Skynet X-band military communications satellite system and joining
forces with Hughes Network Systems as a terminal development partner, we are
able to provide ultra-lightweight, portable and reliable communications for use in
harsh and remote environments.”
Under the Skynet PFI (Private Finance Initiative) contract, Airbus Defence
and Space provides all Beyond Line of Sight (BLOS) communications to the UK
Ministry of Defence. The contract also allows other NATO and allied governments
to use Skynet’s services to augment their existing services and to benefit from
the unique Skynet performance attributes associated with small and
disadvantaged terminals, ensuring reliable and tactical communications even on
the edge of cover making it ideal for naval and airborne platforms.
GMC
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Esterline launches
its Elite Hearing
Protection System
Esterline Control & Communication Systems
is launching its ELITE Hearing Protection
System, part of its Racal Acoustics line of
personal communications equipment for
challenging applications. The compact ELITE
quick-connect system offers high levels of
hearing protection and efficient multi-channel
communications adapted to law-enforcement
and military mission requirements.
The ELITE Hearing Protection System
consists of a plug-and-play in-ear headset and
switch-box combination that delivers worldclass noise attenuation, local sound awareness
at safe levels, and top-quality natural-sounding
audio. It provides advanced communication
control that lets the operator manage multiple
communications devices, including radios,
intercoms, and smart phones.
“Esterline is proud to introduce the ELITE
Hearing Protection System,” said Rob Harrison,
Product Line Manager, Racal Acoustics. “We
will be demonstrating ELITE for the first time
at the MilCIS conference in Canberra, Australia.
It will give us a chance to meet with users and
customers to demonstrate our new technology
and invite the kind of feedback we rely on as
we continue developing leading edge solutions
specifically tailored to our customers’
requirements.”
The ELITE headset and switch box are
ergonomically designed for comfort and
intuitive use and include these capabilities:
 Hearing protection in high-noise
environments through innovative
acoustically tuned passive attenuation to
provide protection against continuous noise
and sudden acoustic shock.
 High-fidelity local sound awareness and
clear, intelligible communications.
 Quick, adaptable fitting: unit can be put on
in seconds.
 Long-term user comfort, thanks to a unique
vented earpiece design, three headsetwearing options, and a wide choice of
shallow-insertion earbuds.
 Quick connection to radios, intercoms, and
smart phones.
 Continuous monitoring of up to four
communication channels and immediate
access to any of them through four pressto-transmit (PTT) buttons for clear speech
GMC
transmission.
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Raytheon completes DARPA
Persistent Close Air Support flight
test phase
Raytheon Company has successfully completed the flight test phase of the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)’s Persistent Close Air
Support (PCAS) programme.
PCAS is a package of technologies designed to speed close air support to
soldiers on the battlefield, enabling ground troops, Joint Terminal Attack Controllers
(JTACs) and combat aircrews to share real-time situational awareness and
weapons systems data. Executed in three phases, the four-and-a-half year
programme included flight testing during the first six months of 2015.
“The PCAS programme was able to reduce close air support response times
from nearly one hour to less than six minutes,” said Tom Bussing, Raytheon Vice
President of Advanced Missile Systems. “By speeding critical information to
decision makers, PCAS could save lives in the battlespace.”
During the US Marine Corps’ Talon Reach V exercise in March, the programme
demonstrated end-to-end, fully digital weapons release of a Griffin missile from a
modified MV-22 Osprey tiltrotor aircraft. In May, an A-10C Thunderbolt II attack
aircraft and a joint terminal attack controller (JTAC) on the ground, both using
PCAS’ real-time digital communications and situational awareness capabilities,
successfully employed 10 GPS and laser-guided weapons in a second series of
flight tests.
The PCAS system is designed to be platform, digital radio, sensor, and
weapons-class agnostic, and to be portable from platform to platform. The two
main parts of the system are PCAS-Air, which consists of smart launcher
electronics and a pilot tablet, and PCAS-Ground, which comprises the equipment
used by the JTAC.
Raytheon is the systems integrator for PCAS. The company leads an industry
team comprised of Rockwell Collins, General Electric, BAE Systems, Northrop
Grumman and 5-D Systems. Raytheon brings its expertise in overall systems
integration, weapons, aircraft integration and unmanned aircraft system ground
control stations to PCAS. As part of its conclusion of the programme, DARPA is
now focusing on transitioning PCAS technology demonstrated on both the A10C and the MV-22 to different military platforms. DARPA is also working with the
Army on other PCAS transition activity relevant to ground forces and manned
and unmanned aircraft.
GMC

Significant new advance in
autonomous ASW
British company Blue Bear Systems
Research (BBSR) is promoting its
autonomous sonobuoy deployment (ASD)
capability that significantly enhances antisubmarine warfare (ASW) operations. The
system, which combines hardware and
software, has been developed by the
globally recognized specialists in the
design, development, evaluation and
implementation of unmanned systems.
BBSR supplies leading military and
industry customers around the world,
including the UK Ministry of Defence. The
company sees enormous potential for
ASD, which is designed for use with both
manned and unmanned rotary wing and
fixed wing maritime platforms.
Enhanced precision and safety,
together with reduced costs, are key
benefits of ASD. The system is preprogrammed by the user selecting the
desired pattern of sonobuoy deployment.
ASD then automatically determines the
most efficient route to drop the buoys,
which only happens when it is safe to do
so. The system takes information from
existing onboard systems such as AIS, Air
Data Units, radar and Identification Friend
or Foe (IFF) and weather conditions.
Deployment can be achieved at low or
medium altitude automatically, leaving the
crew free to concentrate on locating the
submarine threat. No new equipment is
involved and minimal training is required.
The capability has been demonstrated
on the Royal Navy frigate HMS Iron Duke.
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Cyber Threats: are we prepared?
We are all familiar with the old adage, ‘knowledge is power’ and this is especially true of the world we live in today.
Information is King. With it, information brings superiority. But the systems that constantly provide us with this precious
information are under threat. Our critical infrastructure networks that surround financial services, government, oil and
gas, utilities, healthcare and the chemical industry, are under fire and the frightening thing is that we don’t appear to be
prepared to defend ourselves against these critical security threats.

Our utter reliance upon communications infrastructure
through different types of networks, means that we are open to
cyber attack from adversaries. The exposure of any loopholes
or weaknesses could be catastrophic.
In March, Reuters reported that Pentagon ‘testers’ managed
to break into military networks and steal or manipulate “really
sensitive mission data” and prevent critical networks from
operating as needed. Michael Gilmore, the Pentagon’s Director
of operational test and evaluation, stated that at least one military
mission in each of fourteen major assessments carried out in
2014 was found to have a high risk of cyber attacks. These
revelations were made in an unclassified annual report released
in January 2015.
Understanding the new threat
The world of cyber threats and security is a realm that we are far
from understanding. We use these networks every day, yet we
do not seem to understand the implications of their use and
what happens when weaknesses are exposed and exploited.
This is set to be a long and sustained operation in itself and will
involve everyone from the military to corporations, organizations,
and individuals. Everyone needs to take responsibility for their
own cyber security. The networks we rely upon and use everyday
are more vulnerable than we think. It does seem that on military
levels, there has been a reluctance to address the cyber threat.
Perhaps the thought of it is just too huge. How do you begin to
tackle this? However, if it is not tackled, the consequences could
be devastating.
Although it seems that we have been talking about cyber
threats and security for some years now, the pace of evolution
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of cyber attacks and the techniques used to launch them is so
rapid that law and policy cannot keep up. It cannot keep pace
with our technical ability today so it is important that policy makers
are fully aware of the dangers, the mitigating methods that can
be used to counter attacks and to be as savvy as possible in
terms of cybercrime.
Defence companies are taking the cyber threat extremely
seriously, and are working to take on the best talent and make
the best alliances possible to try to stem the flow of cyber attack.
It will take a multi-agency approach involving crime agencies,
the military, and corporations and organizations to work in a
united way to tackle cybercrime and cyber attacks.
Cyberattacks are evolving all the time, and it is such a
complex issue that we are only really just getting to grips with,
but we are far from understanding the enormity of cyber security
and have much work to do. Cyber attacks are rapidly on the rise
and we are still learning as we tackle them. Admiral Michael
Rogers, US Navy and lead for the National Security Agency and
US Cyber Command said to Signal Media: “...we’re taking an
airplane and we’re trying to fly it and build it at the same time”.
Admiral Rogers also predicts that a damaging cyber attack on
critical infrastructure could well strike the US in coming years
and that steps must be taken to prevent this from happening.
Cyber Command
The United States has set up Cyber Command. This organization
has been put into place to focus on the prevention of cyber
attacks. Based in Fort Meade, Maryland, it centralizes command
of cyberspace operations, organizes cyber resources and
synchronizes defence of US military networks. USCYBERCOM
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makes it a priority to educate people, whether they are in the
military or not, to be aware and to know what to look out for and
be suspicious of. It is a fact that awareness of cyber security
must be heightened as this is a war that cannot be fought by just
a section of society. It will take all individuals, all companies and
corporations, all organisations, to be aware and to report anything
that is suspicious. Both personnel and individuals must be
informed and aware of social engineering, email phishing,
fraudulent websites, theft of information and malware.
Recruiting the right talent
Recruiting the right talent to help address the cyber threat is
vitally important. In 2013, as part of the UK MOD’s full-spectrum
military capability a major recruitment initiative was started to
recruit hundreds of computer experts as cyber reservists to help
defend the UK’s national security, working at the cutting-edge of
the nation’s cyber defences.
The creation of a new Joint Cyber Reserve was also
confirmed, which will see reservists working alongside regular
forces to protect critical computer networks and safeguard vital
data.
In response to the growing cyber threat, the UK is in the
process of developing a full-spectrum military cyber capability,

including a strike capability, to enhance the UK’s range of military
capabilities. Increasingly, the UK defence budget is being invested
in high-end capabilities such as cyber and intelligence and
surveillance assets to ensure that the country is kept safe.
Policy makers are moving too slowly over cyber attacks.
Private industry is headhunting the best cyber experts to try to
counter the cyber problem. The problem is, however, that with
terrorist attacks, we don’t know a cyber attack will be launched
and when. Some experts will argue that the extent of cyber
attacks today has not been devastating and, other than costing
money and embarrassment, no real harm has been done.
However, others will argue that this is just the beginning and the
capabilities of cyber attackers are not yet known. It is. Therefore,
it is vitally important that preparations are in place and that
populations are urged to be highly vigilant.
There is a huge amount of innovation taking place in the
field of cyber security and prevention and detection of attacks,
and it is important that each thread of the military, of business,
governmental organizations, energy companies and individuals,
are prepared to work together the help combat this newest form
of warfare that can strike without warning. If we bury our heads
in the sand - we will have no idea what the consequences will
GMC
be.
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TactiCall Integrated Communications System

Images courtesy of Saab

The system is soon to have a high level of security applied
to it: “The next big thing we are working on is the security
part of the system. We will take the system and put it into a
framework that has multiple levels of security tested to EAL
5 which is a pretty tough testing criteria. We will be delivering
the system on a ship for Norway next year,” concludes
Christensen.
GMC
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TactiCall ICS interconnects users’ communication
technologies regardless of radioband, frequency and
hardware, reduces effort, reduces risk and increases tempo.
The system is scalable from one to several operator positions
or communication interfaces and makes up the centrepiece
in remote controlled setups from single radio to complete
operations.
Being completely modular, TactiCall ICS allows users to
put together the functionality needed to support your
operational requirements spot on. Integrating seamlessly with
third party equipment, legacy or new, it will protect prior
investments and prolong the lifespan of your existing systems
as well.
Dennis Svane Christensen, Marketing Director at Saab
CSCS told GMC: “The system itself comes from the Navy
domain and has gone into a number of other domains
including civil security and the air force. It’s an IP-based
communication platform that basically takes any
communications means you might have such as radios,
telephones or internal communications channels, and puts
them into one platform so that the operator has an easy
overview of them.”
The intuitive and modern user interface will guarantee
secure and reliable operations within every operational setup,
be it within international or joint coalitions, own force
squadrons or single ship operations. It is even accessible
via a mobile App as Christensen explains: “We have the
App, which is quite a big thing now. You can download it and
have a ‘lite’ version of your operator console at home.”
The system is also very flexible and can meet the
individual needs of the user: “We use whatever technology
the customer wants us to use. If they have legacy equipment;
old radios that they want to keep on using, we simply integrate
those into the system. If they want new radios, we can also
help them supply the right ones depending on the standards
they might have,” says Christensen.
In every way TactiCall constitutes a robust and highly
survivable system with no single point of failure, which will
let you handle voice and data communication, red as well
as black, in a fast and efficient manner.
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Critical communications
challenges
Global RadioData Communications provides a comprehensive range of
communications solutions enable military, emergency responders,
government, commercial and aid agency organizations to face their critical
communications challenges. Helen Jameson speaks to Iain Pope,
Managing Director at GRC, to find out more about the needs of this
particular sector and the products that enable them to meet their
objectives.

GRC Managing Director, Iain Pope

Based in the UK and Dubai, Global
RadioData Communications Ltd (GRC)
develops and supplies mission critical
communication products and solutions,
including the provision of command and
control, satellite, tracking, computing and
intelligence systems.
The comprehensive range of comms
solutions enable military, emergency
responders, government, commercial
and aid agency organisations to face their
critical communications challenges.
WHY GRC?
GRC’s design and engineering teams
comprise ex end-user specialists in Force
Protection communications; which
provides
unrivalled
operational
knowledge and technical expertise,
bringing real world know how to
customers requirements.
It works in partnership with clients to fully
understand their needs and ensure that
solutions are unique to individual
specifications. Additionally it provides
complimentary consultancy services,
including radio network design, tactical
services, installation and training
solutions, using in-house expertise to
extend beyond the delivery of C4IS and
general defence equipment. GRC also
provides Through Life Capability
Management (TLCM) for all products.

GMC: Canyou begin by giving our readers some background information
on GRC as a company?
Iain Pope: The company was started by my brother and me in 1996. We are both
ex-military, and when we left the forces we went into the commercial world and
decided to set up a defence communications company. We became heavily
involved in the defence market during the second Gulf War when we started to
supply communication resources to EADS.
Our core market is the military government market and it is focused on
expeditionary-type communications. It’s about deploying to the remote areas and
being able to meet all your communications needs from rapid deployable voice
and data to encrypted communications. Our core customers would be specialist
users and Early Entry Exploration teams, for example.
In the last couple of years we have branched out more into the commercial
markets such as oil and gas – both the security companies that look after them,
and the expeditionary communications for exploration teams who are deployed
to remote areas.
GMC: Can you give me more information about the agreement that you
have signed with Airbus Defence and Space and its significance?
Iain Pope: We’ve signed a Master Purchase agreement with Airbus DS. This
allows them to buy certain products and services from GRC to fulfil their
requirements. One of those is welfare communications for deployed troops in
overseas locations, known as Wel2Go. Troops are regularly sent overseas to
serve in different situations. One good and recent example of this is when the
British military deployed a field hospital to Africa to help deal with the Ebola
outbreak. Whilst the troops were deployed there, they needed to be able to call
their families and friends and also to gain access to the Internet. It is for this type
of situation that Airbus requires our solutions.
We are supplying our Scytale solution as a communications medium
specifically for welfare so that troops can access the Wel2go network through
Scytale to call home or to access the internet when deployed overseas. The

The company is equipment agnostic and
able to unlock latent capability of
customers existing products, with the
ability to source solutions to meet client’s
budgetary requirements.

Photo courtesy GRC
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Everything is automatically done. It frees up resource allocations
and it also makes things very cost-effective. We even produce
one bill for all types of connectivity used. It’s simple and costeffective.
GMC: What are the main trends in the mission critical
communications market at the moment? What are your
customers asking you for?
Iain Pope: The first thing that customers ask for is ease of
deployment. People want to know that they can just take
something off-the-shelf, turn it on and it will work. People want
to be able to pick up a box, at short notice, they want to transport
it easily, on a plane and when they land, they want to be able to
plug it in and use it. That is the number one for critical
communications. The other thing our customers want is secure
communications. A lot of the information sent and received will
be sensitive, so security is very important. Finally, there are
customers who are looking for cost-effective communications
as well. So cost, ease of deployment and keeping their
information safe – that is what our customers tell us they need.

Photo courtesy GRC

Wel2Go service that the Scytale will be used for is relied upon
by the Army, Navy and Air Force for their welfare requirements.
The big significance of the contract for a small, 20-person
company like us is that we are dealing with one of Europe’s
largest defence companies. Airbus Defence and Space has
offices and deployments throughout the world. It is a huge
aerospace and defence company so for us to be involved is
game changing and we can leverage this for future business.
Airbus Defence and Space also sells into many other markets
so, as an SME, we also gain access to new regions of the world
through this contract. It is very significant.
GMC: Please take me through the ScytaleLite system and
its capabilities.
Iain Pope: We originally came up with an idea to create what
eventually became Scytale’s tagline, which is ‘an office in a box’.
We wanted to provide a solution for companies who work in
remote areas - something that could be deployed and used with
a satellite, microwave, or Ethernet link. Scytale allows you to
make normal handset telephone calls, to have Internet access,
but it also enables you to create a 2/3G bubble using a GSM
PicoCell. This means that a user can take their own mobile phone
with them, when deployed. The great thing about it is the huge
cost savings that can be made for companies who deploy people
overseas. They are able to save on the huge roaming charges
that come with overseas calling. If there is no cellular
infrastructure, satellite calls are very expensive so by deploying
the Scytale solution you can make calls that are generated from
the UK, even though you are overseas. The user can plug into
the box and use their own mobile with all their contact details in
one place. Users can use their own phone number using Scytale.
It doesn’t matter where they are in the world, people can still
reach you on the same number. You are more accessible, no
matter where you are.
We developed the box to enable first responders and
overseas expeditions to take their office with them. That opened
up other markets such as the welfare service for Airbus Defence
and Space. It can be used for aid agencies in the aftermath of
disasters where a small team is deployed to assess the situation.
There are similar products on the market, but the USP of the
Scytale box is that it is pre-configured before you deploy. You
don’t have to take a communications expert with you. You take
your box with you, you turn it on when you arrive at your
destination and the configuration is taken care of in the UK.

GMC: Can you tell us about the other types of products you
offer?
Iain Pope: Our other core product is the Arion TacSat Solution
that extends to beyond line of sight range of tactical radios. It is
designed to be used with numerous tactical multi-band radios.
The Arion iGMTT & Mission Module is capable of passing
encrypted voice and situational awareness data through
unencrypted IP bearers, allowing it to be left unattended in the
most strategically advantageous location.
It has been designed to work as part of a network or as a
single radio. With the IP feature the Arion iGMTT & Mission
Module is also capable of transmitting real-time, encrypted
communications directly to any base station anywhere in the
world via a range of IP bearers (GSM, microwave, ISP, or
satellite).
This functionality also allows remote control of its features,
minimizing the need to visit equipment in hostile environments
and greatly increasing user safety. We also re-sell the major
satellite operator’s airtime and equipment. We sell Thuraya, Avanti
and Inmarsat airtime and hardware, for example.
GMC: In terms of R&D, how does GRC go about developing
its products/solutions?
Iain Pope: It’s very customer-centric. All our development is userdriven. We have very good relationships with our customers and
they regularly feedback to us and tell us about what they ideally
would like in terms of solutions and their features. We then go
away and speak to our engineers to see whether we can develop
a solution. Most of our development has come from end user
problems. We are fortunate to be a small and agile company
and we are able to quickly turn ideas around into a prototype.
Some of the larger corporate companies will take much longer
to turn ideas around and that is where we have a clear advantage.
We have some excellent software and hardware development
engineers who can quickly develop a prototype. We take it to the
customer and if they ask whether they can add features we go
back and work on it until we have the perfect solution for them.
That’s how it works.
GMC: What can we expect from GRC in the coming year?
Iain Pope: One of the biggest things for GRC next year will be
the launch of Inmarsat’s Global Xpress (GX) service. GRC is
the first UK SME to be given a distribution agreement by Inmarsat
to sell GX services. We will provide direct sales from Inmarsat of
GX into European Union governments and Ministry of Defences
of the new GX service. This will really open up the market for us.
We will work in direct partnership with Inmarsat and Inmarsat
will approve our products for their L-band and GX Networks.
This is something we are very much looking forward to in the
GMC
New Year.
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Mobile battlefield
Mobile capabilities on the battlefield are more important
than ever before. The ability to communicate through a
very small, highly portable, yet highly capable device, has
become priceless. As civilians, we know this. We often
remark that we couldn’t manage without our mobile
devices but increasingly, the same is true of troops on the
battlefield.
Mobility is literally transforming the way in which the military
operates, connects and supports its personnel and using mobile
technology provides the perfect means in which to deliver mission
critical tools to every echelon. The ideal scenario will be for each
soldier to be able to use a mobile device no matter where in the
world they are, and at any time. There is big demand for mobile
technology on the battlefield and it makes perfect sense.
Smartphones and other mobile devices such as tablets are highly
portable, lightweight and very easy to use.
The off-the-shelf approach
The US DoD has spearheaded the adoption of off-the-shelf
smartphone use. The Blackberry has, until fairly recently, been
the off-the-shelf mobile device of choice for the military but this
is rapidly changing as the military embrace other smartphone
technology, namely the iPhone and Samsung Galaxy and the
iOS and Android operating systems. Both have been approved
for military use. The Department of Defense is accelerating its
adoption of commercial mobile devices for both classified and
unclassified information as it recognizes the enormous
operational benefits that smartphone technology will bring, not
only to the battlefield and the DoD but to other federal agencies
as well.
The commercial off-the-shelf products available today
perform extremely well but, obviously, there are many
modifications that need to be carried out before a commercial
smartphone can be used for military purposes – this is chiefly
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down to the high levels of security that are required but there
are also other aspects of modification to consider such as the
apps that must be made available and also the ruggedness of
the phone.
The Defense Information Systems Agency is responsible for
the delivery of commercially-available mobile devices to the DoD.
DISA is working to streamline the deployment of mobile devices
and services across the DoD through changes in both
architecture and acquisition. To provide mobile services, DISA
is contracting with commercial carriers capable of handing
sensitive data.
DISA has re-engineered its approach to evaluating and
securing mobile devices, operating systems, and applications
to ensure that the DoD will have access to the latest mobile
technologies in a timely manner.
DMCC-S
The United States DoD and the Defense Information Systems
Agency (DISA) and the National Security Agency (NSA), have
been developing a classified mobility capability, which has now
moved out of the pilot stage and is operational. Known as
Defense Mobile Classified Capability – Secret (DMCC-S), this
enables users to access classified voice and data, up to secret
level, from anywhere in the world.
The latest release, version 2.0.5, builds on the previous
service offering by providing improved call interoperability,
failover, and the introduction of a mobile device management
(MDM) system for an enhanced security posture.
The DoD will also provide a new and secure mobile device
that features enhanced graphics, improved sound quality and a
longer battery life than earlier pilot devices. DMCC-S secure
mobile devices are commercial smartphones with some features,
such as the camera, GPS, and Bluetooth, disabled.
The operational mobile classified capability brings the DoD
one step closer to the Joint Information Environment vision,
where warfighters and national level leaders can access a secure
infrastructure and applications from any device, anytime,
anywhere.
DMCC-S is the replacement capability for the Secure Mobile
Environment Portable Electronic Device (SME PED) system,
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with significantly reduced deployment cycles which is important
because it enables the DoD to scale the capability. The agency’s
goal is to have 3,000 DMCC-S users by second quarter of fiscal
year 2016.

Photo courtesy Dvidshub.net

which DISA shut down on July 30 as part of DISA’s commitment
to achieve fiscal efficiencies by eliminating legacy and duplicate
services.
The agency star ted replacing SME-PEDs and firstgeneration DMCC-S devices with the second generation DMCCS devices and will continue this transition, along with supporting
new customer requests, through the end of this year.
The release is a big step forward in the ability of the DoD
being able to deliver secure mobile capabilities faster than we
have ever seen before. The use of commercial products approved
via NSA’s Commercial Solutions for Classified Program provides
a mechanism to securely access and deploy new technology

Transformative Apps Program
The Transformative Apps Program, or TransApps, is being
developed by DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency) and it has already been proven in combat for tactical
mobile platforms to enable troops to collect, access and share
tactical data or imagery in the field. This could be anything from
high-resolution map imagery and unit positions all the way to
mission plans and medical evacuation procedures. The TransApp
system was delivered to 4,000 troops operating in Afghanistan
18 months after its establishment in 2010. TransApps uses the
Android operating system and was developed with the inherent
capability of functioning securely in limited bandwidth
environments and without connectivity, The Android operating
system was selected due to its open architecture. The kernel
was ‘hardened’ by DARPA and the ability to check for data integrity
was implemented. TransApps also needed to address the critical
issue of security and to ensure that the devices would be
interoperable with the existing military infrastructure. The
smartphones also need to be able to function in the event of an
outage, which frequently happens in theatre. The secure system
uses military radios rather than commercial networks.
Soldier’s daily operational needs were turned into app
requirements by DARPA and its smartphone developer partners
on the TransApp project and the apps created cover a myriad of
useful tools.
TransApps looked at different crucial areas that needed to
be covered by apps including blue force tracking, speech
recognition, cultural training, human terrain mapping, mission
planning and biometrics. Mapping capabilities were top of the
priority list as soldiers are deployed in areas they have never
operated in before and they must have access to the highest
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quality mapping systems. They also require other vital tools such
as information sharing and even medical information. Here are
a few examples:
TransHeat App: utilizes algorithms to process travel routes, and
visually depict for the soldiers the frequency by which they travel
each route. This can assist soldiers in taking alternative routes,
and provide less predictability in their behaviour, which in turn
can help them avoid ambushes, IEDs and roadside bombers.
SMART Triage: an app that lets first responders document the
characteristics of the injured personnel, and log injuries and
treatments. It depicts a 3-D mannequin that can be annotated
with medications and other treatments.
Search and Rescue: SARApp allows users to search and collect
data, including georeferencing and time stamps, to facilitate
reporting and response management. This includes a range of
data, such as photos, imagery, and audio recordings, which are
displayed on a map.
Translation: the capability to translate into many different
languages. Soldiers need to have access to a reliable translation
app that can enable them to communicate with locals and build
up relationships and to understand what is going on around them.
WhoDat: An app that enables soldiers to take photographs of
people and add notes so that they can build up a virtual line-up
on patrol enabling them to gather intelligence more easily.
The UK approach
The UK is also looking at the potential that mobile technology
can hold for all echelons of the military. The Defence Science
and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) is the UK’s leading government
agency in applying science and technology to the defence and
security of the UK. As part of the Ministry of Defence (MOD),
Dstl responds to the science and technology direction set by the
UK government’s National Security Strategy, and Strategic
Defence and Security Review. Dstl brings together the defence
and security science and technology community, including
industry, academia, wider Government and international
partners, to provide sensitive and specialist S&T services to MOD
and wider government.

A Dstl spokesperson told GMC that : “Smartphones and
tablets have great potential; however their use in a military
operational context is not straightforward and research is ongoing to determine how they could best be used. For example,
Apps could be used by troops to improve their awareness of
what is happening around them (Situational Awareness), to share
that awareness with others and/or increase the tempo of low
level operations.”
There is no doubt that the UK MoD sees benefits in the use
of smartphone technology. They view it as having the potential
to allow greater and more effective information sharing using
small and lightweight devices. It is also acknowledged that the
devices will be very familiar to operators through his/her personal
use, which could also reduce the training burden for personnel.
In terms of R&D, Dstl is still at the evaluation stage. The
spokesperson continued: “Dstl’s Future Soldier Vision concept
shows what a soldier could be wearing and using on the
battlefield in the 2020s, based on current military research and
emerging commercial technology. This includes concepts for
communication technologies, and part of the ongoing Future
Soldier Vision research is evaluating the contribution of
smartphones and tablets and looking at how they could best be
used.”
A place in the future soldier vision
Many would say that smartphones have become an invaluable
communications tool and you can see how smartphone, as well
as other mobile devices, would be a good fit for military
communications. They are very small and compact, and use
interfaces that any soldier would be at home with. The use of
off-the-shelf commercial technology and devices can save the
military a huge amount of money. Once modified and
standardized for military use, with enhanced security at varying
levels, one small smartphone or tablet could, in the future, replace
several items that at present have to be carried by troops. The
benefits of taking a highly effective and widely-used product and
adapting it for military use are enormous and the cost savings
are also hugely significant. The fact that the smartphone is so
widely used means that everyone is familiar with them. It is now
time that the military embraces technology that is fast-moving
but easily implemented and by using COTS technology, it can
save money whilst dramatically reducing costs and making life
a great deal easier for those operating on the battlefield. GMC
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The transformation of the Polish
Armed Forces
The process of modernization is being undertaken by many countries’ armed forces. There
is recognition across the board, that conflict is evolving, and that military capabilities must also evolve on land, sea and
in the air. The key to any mission success lies within communications and this is a key consideration in any development
programme.

along with artillery, aviation, naval forces, ground based air
defence and logistics.
To achieve the goal, Poland is effectively looking to walk in
the footsteps of their allies and achieve modernization in similar
ways. The Polish armed forces have clearly recognized the
importance of mobile communications technology and are
investing in this side of communications as a priority to ensure
that their C4ISR capabilities are strong and versatile. The Ministry
of Defence also wishes to strengthen its ability to deal with nonmilitary incidents such as humanitarian crises and disasters.
In terms of interoperability, and working with other allied
forces as part of NATO, Poland is investing in R&D on Software
Defined Radio programmes and implementation of standards
and infrastructure. Investment is also being made in satellite
communications which are considered to be an important part
of the Polish armed Forces’ communications portfolio. Allowing
troops to operate in remote areas such as Afghanistan and
Central Africa, at sea and in mountainous areas where modern
infrastructure is unavailable, satellite is a staple means of
connectivity and is especially important for use by Special Forces.
In order to make the changes necessary to transform the
Polish military, and also to extend its capability and versatility, a

Photo courtesy of Savis

Poland is undertaking a programme of technical modernization
that will be completed by 2022.
The Polish Armed Forces are an essential element of the
national defence system. As an entity they are relied on by the
Polish government and people to perform a broad spectrum of
missions including national defence, stabilizing international
situations and supporting internal security and providing
assistance to wider Polish society.
The Polish Armed Forces is now in the process of
modernizing its armed forces and increasing their efficiency. In
2011-2012, the priorities in terms of technical upgrades were
identified. They were the development of air defence, the mobility
of the armed forces, information and unmanned systems. A
strategic decision was made to increase investment in the Polish
defence industry and the associated research sector. The process
of modernization has been underway for some time now, and
Poland has been increasing its competitiveness and innovation
of its domestic defence industry and its export capabilities.
The Polish armed forces aim to incorporate a much higher
level of interoperability with their allies. This will mean the
upgrading of equipment and also the withdrawal of obsolete
equipment. The modernization of C2 systems is also a priority

Image courtesy of ISAF
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network of partnerships is being formed through domestic and
international companies that will enable knowledge transfer and
collaboration. This will enable Poland to enhance its defence industry
through work with other nations and highly experienced defence
companies to ensure that the transformation results in the end
product that the Polish MoD are seeking and also to open up export
opportunities.
New UAV capability
WB Electronics and Thales have worked in collaboration to develop
an exclusive tactical unmanned aircraft system for Poland, as part
of their Gryf requirement, the Polish Ministry of defence’s tactical
medium range UAV programme.
The WB Electronics/Thales solution offers a capability that fully
meets the Gryf requirements for an armed unmanned aircraft
system, and delivers the capability through full Polish industrial
collaboration. Based on the combat-proven unarmed Watchkeeper
system delivered to the British Army, the WB Electronics/Thales
solution will integrate its surveillance capability with a strike capability
of the Thales FreeFall Lightweight Multi-role Missile (FFLMM)
together on a single platform.
Commanders can fully understand and exploit their environment
using the high-performance Intelligence, Surveillance, Target
Acquisition and Reconnaissance (ISTAR) capability. In a fast
changing environment, the solution can dynamically re-task to an
effects-based capability allowing them to make faster, better
informed decisions during critical target engagement.
Building on the partnership announced in July, the system will
not only deliver the right capability, but will deliver the system through
full partnership with the wider Polish industry. Polish industry has
extensive expertise in building unmanned aircraft. Many Polish
solutions, such as the FlyEye offered by the WB Group, are currently
being used by the Polish Armed Forces.
Through this unique partnership, WB Electronics and Thales
will be able to establish a sovereign capability for the Polish Armed
forces. Critical technologies developed by Polish engineers could
also be exported to other countries in the future.
Boeing and PGZ to partner to support technical modernization
Boeing and Polska Grupa Zbrojeniowa (PGZ), one of the largest
defence groups in Europe, have signed a broad-based agreement
outlining areas where Boeing and PGZ member companies may
collaborate in support of the Technical Modernization Plan of the
Polish Armed Forces.
Boeing will access talent and innovation within Poland’s defence
industry while cooperating with PGZ companies in advancing their
business goals. Together they will explore opportunities to support,
sustain and upgrade defence systems; integrate unique Polish
systems on Boeing platforms; strengthen manufacturing capabilities;
incorporate PGZ companies in Boeing’s supply chain; pursue joint
research and development and advance defense industrial
capabilities.
“PGZ member companies are diverse and have the potential to
play an even larger role in the international aerospace and defence
industry. The collaboration opportunities available through Boeing’s
expansive military, commercial, security and space portfolios can
turn potential into reality for PGZ,” said Jeff Kohler, Boeing’s vice
president for International Business Development for Defence,
Space & Security.
“Since its establishment, PGZ’s priority has been to make its
business activity as international as possible. We find it particularly
important to conclude such agreements with foreign partners that,
on one hand, are going to support the execution of the Technical
Modernization Plan of the Polish Armed Forces and, on the other
hand, are going to incorporate PGZ companies in international
supply chains,” said Wojciech D¹browski, President of the
Management Board of PGZ. “I am convinced that cooperation
between PGZ and Boeing will be fruitful for both parties. This is an
opportunity for PGZ companies to achieve innovation growth and
enter new business areas.”
One of the first Boeing platforms offering potential for Polish

industry collaboration is the AH-64E Apache, which is a
candidate for Poland’s attack helicopter requirement as part
of the country’s defence modernization program. Boeing and
its AH-64E Apache industry team – which includes General
Electric, Lockheed Martin, Raytheon and Longbow Ltd. –
recently participated in a two-day workshop with 10 PGZ
companies to forge partnerships as part of Poland’s Kruk
Program. Boeing and its industry partners will continue to work
with PGZ companies to identify opportunities across other
military and commercial platforms and systems.
By making use of the technology Polonisation potential,
close cooperation with the Polish scientists and focus on the
research and development process, PGZ offers innovative
products which enhance Poland’s security. Furthermore, it
upgrades, modernizes and maintains vehicles, airplanes,
helicopters, and vessels. In the coming years, PGZ will develop
aerospace and satellite technologies as well as cyber
technologies as it looks to triple its business by 2030.
Emphasis on collaboration
By following in the footsteps of other nations that are also going
through the military modernization process, Poland is hoping
to leverage on experience and relationships in industry to help
drive their process forward. Relationships with companies such
as Boeing and Thales, who have huge experience in the
international defence industry, can only be valuable to the Polish
armed forces, as well as to the Polish defence industry itself.
Communications capabilities are more vital than ever in the
complex military operational environment of today and it is vital
that Poland’s military can communicate effectively and efficiently
between themselves but also on an international stage, as a
part of the NATO alliance. With support and expertise from other
international players in the defence field, the technical
modernization plans for the Polish armed forces will be easier
to achieve and will enable valuable collaboration, relationship,
and capacity building opportunities.
GMC
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The tools to stop
interference
The drive to mitigate interference continues, and is gaining
impressive momentum in terms of support and also in
terms of the technology that is being developed to tackle
it. In this article we take a closer look at the impact that
interference has on military satellite links and at technology
that is available to help military users to locate and
eliminate sources of interference.
The good news is that the attitude of the military and
commercial satellite industry is extremely positive and they are
aggressively attacking the issue of interference by working
together and also working with technology innovators. Through
coordination with the commercial satellite industry, the issue of
interference can be effectively tackled in two main ways: through
application of technology that can help alert when interference
is occurring and pinpoint it so that it can be stopped; and through
education and training to ensure that satellite equipment is
installed correctly and is not causing interference. There are also
other means by which interference can be prevented such as
using type approved antenna – and these are also being
addressed by the military today.
Highly experienced engineers continue to work tirelessly to
make the business of identifying and eradicating interferers a
great deal easier than in the past. Interference is often completely
unnecessary, yet holds great consequences for the industry in
terms of disruption and money. Pinpointing the source of the
problem means a sharp increase in using resources and
personnel, and excessive pressure to resolve quickly. The vast
majority of instances of interference come down to improper
installation of ground equipment, lack of training, poor ground
equipment manufacturing, and a lack of adherence to industry
standards and guidelines. However, as we have seen very
specifically in recent times, political motivation can also lead to
incidents of malicious jamming - and this is extremely challenging
to deal with.
For the military in particular, and due to the type of satellite
communications they use, it can be challenging to address
interference problems. Military users often deploy comms –onthe-move or comms-on-the-pause that include self appointing
antennas.
Satellite IRG is the industry organisation dedicated to fighting
the interference problem. The group has called for the use of
Carrier ID to be implemented across the board.
Carrier ID is a unique identification code that is embedded
in a transmitted carrier. This is then decoded by satellite operators
to identify the uplinker of an interfering carrier. Privacy is ensured
for the customer as no customer information needs to be included
in the CID code.
The identification of an interfering carrier is easily resolved if
the carrier has an identification code. If this code is known, the
carrier can easily be notified that it is interfering and that it must
stop.
Satellite IRG has been working tirelessly over the last few
years to encourage CID to be implemented, and Satellite IRG
have been working with broadcasters to show them how they
can take practical steps to mitigate interference using technology,
using educational workshops and training for VSAT installers
such as the training provided by GVF, for example. It will only be
tackled through awareness and bringing together the military
and commercial satellite industry to make sure that everything
is being done that possibly can be to stamp out interference as
soon as possible.
In June, the results of Carrier ID (CID) transmission tests
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were presented at a workshop of the IRG at Eutelsat’s
headquarters in Paris.
The tests were carried out on 17 and 18 June by IRG
members, WORK Microwave, a leading European manufacturer
of advanced satellite communications equipment, and Eutelsat.
The uplink was provided by IABG in Munich.
The CID transmission tests were run using WORK
Microwave’s DVB-S2 modulator, which includes DVB-CID
technology. Eutelsat made capacity available to WORK
Microwave on the EUTELSAT 21B satellite whose pan-European
coverage ensured that other members could participate,
including satellite operators (Arabsat, Es’hailsat, Intelsat), carrier
monitoring system manufacturers (Siemens Convergence
Creators, Zodiac Aerospace) and the monitoring earth station
in Aflenz, Austria.
The tests were conducted using three scenarios in order to
fully test the CID demodulation capability. Scenario 1 tested
robustness to constellation variation by using different modulation
techniques of the DVB carrier. The participating companies
identified no difference in processing capabilities between the
different techniques.
Scenario 2 involved lowering the transmission power to
simulate ASI or XPOL interference. When the power was down
to 4dB of SNR, the detection time remained unchanged. At 1dB
SNR, this was affected by around 60 seconds.
Scenario 3 tested a real interference case, where both
carriers had ID and the companies participating were able to
detect the Carrier ID of both the main carrier and the interfering
carrier.
“CID is one of the most effective ways of combating satellite
interference,” commented Martin Coleman, Executive Director,
the Satellite Interference Reduction Group. “These tests are vital
to ensuring that both the technology and processes work as
they should, and giving those companies confidence to effectively
transmit and detect CID information.”
There are a variety of products on the market that can
dramatically improve interference detection and resolution for
the military.
Integral Systems Europe: MilSatMon
Kratos Integral Systems Europe have developed MilSatMon
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which is a fully integrated solution for the military that uses leading
COTS products to allow users to supervise from a single point,
all satellite communication and automatically start actions based
on interference detection.
Advances in Satellite Communications System Monitoring
have surpassed even ground equipment and software
improvements. Satellite operators have replaced traditional
Spectrum Analyzers with Advanced Digital Signal Processing
Systems. These new systems monitor UHF, L, X, C, Ku or Kaband to deliver enhanced analysis of modulation types, Forward
Error Correction (FEC), communication rates, etc. Moreover,
some Communication System Monitoring (CSM) products such
as Integral System’s Monics, display and analyze interfering
carriers under the main carrier (Carrier Under Carrier).
Geolocation is a technique taking advantage of Digital Signal
Processing (DSP) technology to determine the origin source of
communication satellite signals. It is increasingly being
incorporated into commercial satellite operations to locate
deliberate jamming sources. ISI’s unique “satID” tool helps
satellite providers and users protect their on-orbit assets against
communication link interruptions.
Compass is a Monitoring and Control product that manages
the entire network – both hardware and software – providing
Manager of Managers (MoM) -like functionality. Compass
interfaces with other Integral Systems products and with a list of
more than 1,000 pieces of equipment at any level of the
monitoring chain. With a relevant graphical interface, Compass
can easily adapt to regulatory needs in terms of monitoring and
alerting over different priority levels.
Single Interface
The MilSatMon Situational Awareness System has been
specially designed for military users. With a user-friendly
graphical interface, operators can click on one satellite icon.
Based on Radio frequency, an expert can take required actions
with only a few clicks. This module also allows operators to view
all communications status in real-time through true hierarchical
view. Through this single interface, an operator knows
instantaneously the status of all equipment and communications.
Technical concept overview
The intelligence of MilSatMon’s Situational Awareness lies in
the integration of the most advanced monitoring, measurement,
and detection products available in today’s satellite ground
systems industry. This module combines and automates carrier
monitoring, geolocation, and network management with
appropriate user-friendly operator interfaces. In case of
interference, the operator at the main centre can automatically
be informed and take the decision to move two antennas to start
a geolocation of the interference. Fully integrated situational
awareness is based on the following components:
 RF equipment: COTS satellite devices receive satellite
signals and allow further measurements – several antennas,
low noise amplifiers, etc.
 Compass: A COTS product for ground equipment control
offered by Newpoint Technologies, a subsidiary of ISI.
Compass enables the pointing of any antenna toward any
satellite. When necessary, it raises alarms on ground
equipment.
 Monics: A COTS product for satellite communications
system monitoring developed by SAT Corporation, a
subsidiary of ISI. RF signal data is received and stored in a
database where it is analyzed against a list of all satellites
and authorized transmitters.
 satID: ISE’s Geolocation COTS product. Its database
incorporates maps and a list of all known satellites to assist
transmitter geolocation.
 Compass MiltSatCom Module Interface (ISE): This module
eases exchanges between different COTS products and
centralizes all information for both carriers and equipment.
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SIECAMS ILS ONE
Siemens Convergence Creators have pushed the envelope yet
again with their latest interference mitigation solution. SIECAMS
ILS ONE goes beyond the limits of traditional satellite interference
localisation with a solution that allows precise location detection
with just one satellite.
This latest interference mitigation solution puts nextgeneration geolocation at the fingertips of satellite operators right
now. It overcomes the limitations and complexity of existing
interference localisation tools and is an ideal solution for the
reliable operation of satellites, regardless of their distance to
adjacent satellites.
The growing number of services in demand today will
increase the amount of interference and anomalies, with negative
impacts on data transmission. Other sources of interference
include potential acts of terrorism, political unrest, and
censorship. Today only 30 to 40 percent of all satellite interference
issues are ever resolved in a timely way, which can lead to
damage claims and the risk of losing customers who demand
the highest levels of service quality. As a result, there is an urgent
need for more effective interference mitigation solutions.
While existing satellite geolocation systems require at least
two geostationary satellites in close proximity to each other in
order to obtain sufficient crosstalk for reliable geolocation signal
processing, Siemens CVC go beyond this limitation with its latest
development. The brand-new one-satellite geolocation solution
SIECAMS® ILS ONE provides reliable localization of interference
signals without the need for an adjacent satellite. SIECAMS®
ILS ONE blends seamlessly with Siemens’ proven SIECAMS®
CMS (carrier monitoring system) without requiring any additional
hardware.
For operators, SIECAMS® ILS ONE offers a new method to
minimize the number of unresolved interference issues by
providing an unmatched precision that allows a quick localization
of the interference transmitter station with one single satellite.
Major benefits of Siemens SIECAMS® ILS ONE
 Allows interference localization even without the need for an
adjacent satellite;
 Helps operators minimize the number of unresolved
interference issues;
 Provides an unmatched precision that allows a quick
localisation of the interference transmit station;
 Increases transponder quality;
 Ensures the required service quality level demanded by endcustomers;
 Reduces the risk of contract penalties or damage claims ;
 Is a cost-efficient investment in advanced interference
localization; and
 Blends seamlessly with existing CMS installations.
SIECAMS® ILS ONE puts next-generation geolocation at the
fingertips of satellite operators right now. It over-comes the
limitations and complexity of existing inter-ference localization
tools and is an ideal solution for the reliable operation of satellites,
regardless of their distance to adjacent satellites.
INTEGRASYS
In military missions, soldiers face a major challenge in pointing,
lining up, and commissioning a VSAT antenna. Accessing the
satellite is time consuming as satellite operators require accurate
pointing and cross-pol isolation. Traditionally, soldiers need to
coordinate phone calls to the NOC (Network Operations Centre)
and perform the line-up, which can take more than 30 minutes.
INTEGRASYS has teamed with Comtech EF Data in order
to provide the most accurate commissioning solution, minimizing
satellite RF interference quickly and easy on the installation day.
Prevention is key and military personnel can commission much
faster and easier on their rugged device using Comtech EF Data’s
remote commissioning (Satmotion Pocket). Additionally, soldiers
prevent being geolocated, as they are not interfering with the
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adjacent satellite as they are pointed accurately to the correct satellite.
The Satmotion Pocket Line Up method employs four steps for soldiers to
accomplish accurate remote commissioning:
1. Antenna Pointing: In this step, the app displays maps and ground references on
the soldier’s smartphone that indicate where to point the antenna. After the
rough pointing is completed, the app receives the forward signal from the satellite
and displays an SNR value.
2. Peak and Pol: The soldier can transmit a CW carrier and optimally adjust the
power. By moving the orthomode, the cross-pol interference over 35dB
is minimized, in many cases.
3. Automatic 1dB Compression Point: A soldier presses a button in the app and
Satmotion Pocket displays the BUC saturation point.
4. Report: After the installation is finished, a complete report is generated for postinstall analysis at the Hub.
Moreover INTEGRASYS is actively working on several projects for
emergency response, such as ICARUS, a research project which aims to develop
robotic tools which can assist human crisis intervention teams. In addition,
INTEGRASYS’ newest products, GeoBeam and AerotracCOM also allow
commanders to perform high accuracy link budget calculations over a target region
and simulate UAV missions taking in to account the in-flight connectivity access.
These systems allow much faster decision making and plan the deployment before
the mission date.
Innovative solutions
Interference remains a key problem for the military, but the technology is out there
to mitigate it, to identify it and to deal with it. Interference detection technology has
moved on in leaps and bounds. It is highly innovative and has brought the time
spent on resolution of interference down to minutes instead of the time consuming
and involved job that it once was. However, it will take education and moves by the
satellite industry, to encourage military users to ensure that they are employing
technology and encouraging training initiatives such as those led by GVF, that train
troops on how to install antennas and how to align them correctly so as not to
cause interference. The CID initiative has also proved to be effective as a means of
interference mitigations and the military must be shown how they can move forward
in a practical way by using such a simple yet highly effective means. We can see
just how much interference detection and resolution has moved on, and if everyone
is using it, the battle with interference will be a much easier one to win.
GMC
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News Briefs
Cobham receives $157.5m in missile
electronics orders
Cobham recently received a series of
orders from a leading missile
manufacturer for electronic components
for several missile programmes totalling
US$157.5 million. The work will be
performed by Cobham Microelectronic
Solutions, a business unit of the Cobham
Advanced Electronics Solutions sector.
Cobham is a key supplier of radio
frequency (RF) electronics that enable a
missile’s guidance and processing.
Cobham hardware spans RF converters,
synthesizers, and transmitters, otherwise
known as Integrated Microwave
Assemblies (IMAs). The building blocks
of these IMAs are based on Cobham’s
innovative intellectual property for mixers,
filters, and custom Monolithic Microwave
Integrated Circuits (MMICs). Cobham’s
world class RF production facility is
enabled through assembly, inspection,
and test automation processes that drive
Cobham’s electronics to a very high level
of reliability.
“For over 25 years, Cobham has
partnered with leading defense primes
and the Department of Defense for
important missile programs,” said Jill Kale,
President of Cobham Advanced
Electronic Solutions. “We are proud to
suppor t their exceptional record of
excellence
through
continuous
measureable improvements and block
upgrades.”
Raytheon will begin FAB-T satellite
communication terminal production
The US Air Force has cleared its
Milestone C decision briefing allowing
Raytheon Company to start low-rate initial
production of communications terminals
for the Family of Advanced Beyond Line
of Sight Terminal (FAB-T) program.
The Milestone C review marks the
beginning of the production phase of the
programme. Raytheon will produce both
airborne and ground terminal variants,
deliver spares and provide training,
installation and logistical support, under an
exercised contract option of the previously
awarded production programme.
FAB-T is a highly secure satellite
communications terminal that allows the
President of the United States, senior military
advisers and combatant commanders to
receive and transmit voice, data, imagery
and video across the world to support various
military operations. The terminals, which
provide access to and command and control
communication links to the AEHF satellite
communications system, will be
manufactured at Raytheon’s facility in Largo,
Florida. Raytheon’s Marlborough, Massachusetts, site will also provide support.
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